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WHAT DID THE ATTENDEES THINK?

“Great case stories to give inspiration and good introduction to solution providers”
Data Architect, Dansac

“Well organized and interesting input for daily work”
Vice President Enterprise & Industrial Projects, LEONI

“Inspiring, informative”
Production Manager, JTI

“Very good!”
Lean Manager Central Eastern Europe, Prysmiangroup

“Excellent few days and very informative”
Manufacturing Manager, Sulzer Ireland

“It was very positive to get and understand perception of the global manufacturing companies risk/ opportunities of today and near future.”
Operations Director Turkey, Sun Chemical

“Good for networking and benchmarking”
Industrial Performance Manager, Nespresso

“As always, the presentations and case studies were engaging and exciting”
Operational Projects Development Group Manager, Vestel Electronics

“Very interesting speeches, lot of chances for networking”
Head of Program-Management Operations, Drägerwerk AG

“Well organized, diversified topics”
Plant manager, Napco Consumer products

“Good experience and contents”
NPI Project manager, Bosch Building Technologies

“Interesting international mix and deep insights”
Sales Engineer, ATS Global

“Super!”
Digital Engineer, ELECTROLUX Italia Spa
The perfect mix
The European Manufacturing Strategy Summit provides an international forum for manufacturing leaders to share and discuss the best way forward in this new world.

Quality content
The agenda is packed with carefully selected talks on topics as diverse as the challenges you face.

Invaluable networking
The Manufacturing Strategies community is open, friendly and represents an incredibly valuable network of professionals working at the forefront of their field. There is ample networking time built in to help you make and strengthen connections.

Tailor your experience
2 parallel streams give you the chance to personalise your agenda and delve deep into the topics pertinent to your challenges. Choose from Industry 4.0 and Technology, Lean & Operational Excellence, Advanced Production Strategies, Quality & Safety Management, and Leadership & Workforce Development.

The right size
This year the European Manufacturing Strategies Summit will be limited in order to maintain the quality of the networking and comfort for participants. This means that there will only be a small amount of delegate tickets available. So, don’t waste time in getting yours.

KEY THEMES
- Manufacturing During a Health Crisis: How can you Safeguard Production and Productivity?
- Understanding and Enabling a Digital Twin
- Why is it Crucial to Lay Solid Foundations for Information Management in Order to Optimise Industry 4.0 Programmes?
- How can you Prepare your Factory for a Future In Automation?
- Continuous Improvement: How to Drive and Sustain Success
- How to Create the Organisation for Managing a Change of Mindset in a Multi-Site Company
- Delivering Outstanding Results by Implementing a Business Excellence Model
THE VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE

PERSONALISED AGENDA
Create your personalised agenda and receive reminders throughout the event. Book conference sessions, panel discussions or meetings with suppliers and view your planned activity all in one place.

LIVESTREAM CONTENT
EMS Virtual includes 3 days of live and on-demand content. Hear expert speakers discuss vital developments and challenges live from anywhere in the world and participate via chats, polls and Q&As during each session.

NETWORK & ENGAGE
Share your experiences in event group chats. Ask questions and discuss your needs with suppliers via direct messages. Discuss ideas with expert-speakers and the community in dedicated conference session chats.

CONNECTION MATCHMAKING
View a selection of AI-recommended "people you should meet". Visit the profiles of suppliers and speakers that are of interest to you, send connection requests and book virtual one-to-one/group meetings.

VIRTUAL BOOTHS
Discover market-leading suppliers and visit their virtual booth to find out more or get in touch. Narrow your search with advanced filters such as region or product category to help find suppliers most relevant to you.

PRODUCT MARKETPLACE
Discover, compare and source products and services at the EMS Virtual product marketplace.
DON’T MISS THESE TOP SESSIONS

INDUSTRY 4.0 & TECHNOLOGY

Workshop by MESA
UWE KÜPPERS, Chairman, EMEA, MESA

KEYNOTE - Understanding And Enabling A Digital Twin
JESPER TOUBØL, VP Moulding, LEGO

CASE STUDY by SKF Group
ROBERTO NAPIONE, Head of Machine Centre of Excellence, SKF Group

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by Resco.net - Empowering Teams through Digital Transformations

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by Lighthouse - Unlocking the Value of Manufacturing Data in the IIOT World

KEYNOTE - Additive Manufacturing from a Sustainability Perspective
DR PETER EMVIN, Operational Strategy, GKN Aerospace Sweden AB

KEYNOTE - Digital E2E Planning & Execution Platform
WOLFGANG WEBER, Head of International Engineering and Digital Transformation, Henkel

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by ATS Global - Smashing Business Silos with Digital Transformation

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by Elisa - Boosting Productivity with Industrial IoT and AI

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by GE Digital - Putting the Industrial Internet to Work: How to Start, Where to Focus

CASE STUDY Why is it Crucial to Lay Solid Foundations for Information Management in Order to Optimise Industry 4.0 Programmes?
MARK CARNAGHAN, Business Unit Director, 2 Sisters Food Group

KEYNOTE by Roche
MICHAEL SCHNEIDERL, Head of Strategy - Manufacturing Science & Technology, Roche

KEYNOTE - The Closed Loop Manufacturing Approach
DR GUNTER BEITINGER, Vice President Manufacturing, Siemens AG
DON’T MISS THESE TOP SESSIONS

LEAN & OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

KEYNOTE - Continuous Improvement: How to Drive and Sustain Success
LUC ROESEMERS, Vice President Manufacturing, Samsonite Europe NV

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT by Performance Solutions by Milliken - Delivering Exceptional Manufacturing Performance in Transformational Times

CASE STUDY Matching Japanese Lean Thinking to Different Cultures: How to Create the Organisation for Managing a Change of Mindset in a Multi-Site Company
DAVIDE DI BLASI, Global Lean and Quality Director, Hilding Anders International AB

CASE STUDY Delivering Outstanding Results by Implementing a Business Excellence Model
PAOLO BORTOLOTTO, Operations Director, Xylem Inc.

CASE STUDY Reaching a Sustainable Operational Excellence Programme
CÉSAR LOMBARTE, Operational Excellence Manager, B. Braun Group

ADVANCED PRODUCTION STRATEGIES

CASE STUDY by Tritium
MANUEL FERNANDES, President, Europe, Tritium

CASE STUDY by Aryballe
THIERRY CHAVIGNER, EVP of Operations, Aryballe

PANEL DISCUSSION - From Global to Local Operations: Reshaping the Organisation to Boost Efficiency and Competitiveness in a Global Market

CASE STUDY by Nestlé
ARTURO GALVAN, Factory Manager, Nestlé

CASE STUDY - Design for Product, for Manufacturing or for Supply Chain?
DR ARISTIDES MATOPOULOS, Reader, Engineering Systems & Management, Aston Logistics & Systems Institute, Aston University
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COMMERCIAL PARTNERS

ATS Applied Tech Systems Ltd  
www.ats-global.com

Buck Consultants International  
www.bciglobal.com

Elisa  
www.elisa.com/iot

FICO  
www.fico.com

GE Digital  
www.ge.com

IBM  
www.ibm.com

Lighthouse Systems  
www.lighthousesystems.com/

Performance Solutions by Milliken  
www.performancesolutionsbymilliken.com

Resco  
www.resco.net

Tamtturbo  
www.tamturbo.com
PRIORITY INVESTMENT AREAS

- Manufacturing footprint optimisation process
- Industry 4.0 in implementation of new technologies/products
- Industry 4.0 in Automation
- Smart factory management
- Overall Equipment Effectiveness
- Automation solutions
- Training/Qualifications
- Predictive/Prescriptive Maintenance
- Knowledge sharing
- Engaging Workforce in Lean Process
- Strategic roadmapping
- Lean maturation
- Lean implementation
- Technology and innovation management
- Quality management systems
- Industry 4.0 in implementation of new technologies/products
- Manufacturing footprint optimisation process

ATTENDEES

INDUSTRIES

- Automotive: 13.2%
- Other: 12.1%
- Paper, Packaging & Printing: 9.9%
- Chemicals & Petrochemicals: 8.2%
- Food & Beverage Production / Products: 7.1%
- Industrial Equipment & Machinery: 7.1%
- Pharmaceuticals: 7.1%
- Consumer Goods: 6.6%
- Aerospace & Defence: 4.9%
- Electronics: 4.4%
- Medical Equipment & Devices: 2.7%
- Domestic Appliances & Home Electronics: 2.2%
- Energy & Utilities: 2.2%
- Tobacco: 2.2%
- Construction: 1.6%
- Metalworking: 1.6%

Other industries include:
- Home & Personal Care
- Materials Handling
- Software & IT
- Textiles
- Academic / Non-Profit Institution
- Forest Products
- Plastics & Rubber
- Transport & Logistics

SENIORITY

- Chief Executive: 5.3%
- Head of/Lead: 16.6%
- Manager: 35.8%
- Director: 24.1%
- Other: 12.8%
- Vice President: 5.3%
AS AS A COMMERCIAL PARTNER

As an official European Manufacturing Strategies Summit commercial partner, you can benefit from:

- 3 days of varied networking opportunities - providing you with ample time to meet and get to know the 250+ manufacturing professionals in attendance
- Speaking positions within targeted streams - guaranteeing you a relevant and engaged audience
- Exposure in the pre- and post-summit marketing campaigns
- The chance for your team to get up to speed with the latest innovations and advances in the industry

There are a variety of options available to meet your business needs:

**BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE** – a powerful injection of high-quality leads into your pipeline

**THOUGHT LEADERSHIP PACKAGE** – Intrigue, challenge and inspire with your innovative ideas and solutions

**BESPOKE PACKAGE** – Tailored to suit your targets, goals and vision

Contact Jack for more information on the remaining opportunities.

**JACK JONES**, Portfolio Director
Direct: +44 (0)20 3874 9204 | Mobile: +44 (0)78 2598 6014

AS AS A DELEGATE

Delegate registration is open to manufacturing companies who are brand owner and produce end-user products.

**PRICING**

**Launch rate €895**

**TO BOOK YOUR PLACE**


or contact: ADRIAN FORDE, adrian.forde@markallengroup.com

or direct on: +44 (0) 20 3874 9209
CONTACT US

GENERAL ENQUIRIES
Tel: +44 (0)20 7738 5454
Email: maxconferences@markallengroup.com

CONFERENCE CONTENT & SPEAKERS
GURTEJ JOHAL
Product Director
Tel: +44 (0)203 874 9203
Email: gurtej.johal@markallengroup.com

SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRIES
JACK JONES
Portfolio Director
Direct: +44 (0)20 3874 9204
Mobile: +44 (0)78 2598 6014
Email: jack.jones@markallengroup.com

DELEGATE REGISTRATION
ADRIAN FORDE
Delegate Sales Director
Tel: + 44 (0)20 3874 9209
Email: adrian.forde@markallengroup.com

MARKETING & MEDIA ENQUIRIES
ELENA BERRINO
Senior Conference Marketing Manager
Tel: +44 (0)203 874 9201
Email: elena.berrino@markallengroup.com